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Building character and 

developing behaviour for 

learning



Building character and developing 
behaviour for learning

Why is this important?

We hope that life is…



We know that life will be…



Current Foundation Stage 

children will not retire until 

2085!



Building character and developing 
behaviour for learning

Our character is defined by 
what we do when no one is 

watching…

But we need to teach the children 
to develop their character! 



What does this make you good 

at?



What do we want a Hill Topper to 

be like when they leave our 

school?

Building Character in EYFS, Year 1&2

I can be… I can show…

kind

honest

polite

positive

curiosity

independence

a love of 

learning

listening



What do we want a Hill Topper to 

be like when they leave our 

school?

Building Character Year 3&4

I can be… I can show…

respectful

tolerant

motivated

reflective

confident

enthusiastic

teamwork

perseverance

organisation

imagination

reasoning

risk-taking



What do we want a Hill Topper to 

be like when they leave our 

school?

Building Character Year 5&6

I can be… I can show…
appreciative

empathetic

ambitious

adventurous

humorous

creative

self-reflection

resilience

positivity 

communication

focus

initiative

making links



EYFS and KS1

kind honest polite positive curiosity 

independence a love of learning listening

LKS2 Year 3 and Year 4
respectful tolerant motivated reflective 

confident enthusiastic teamwork perseverance 
organisation imagination reasoning risk-taking

UKS2 Year 5 and Year 6
appreciative empathetic ambitious 

adventurous humorous creative self-reflection 
resilience positive communication focus 

initiative making links
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Building character and developing 
behaviour for learning

• Staff training 

• New vocabulary launches with children after 
Christmas

• Children will be taught the character skills 
discreetly and along side normal lessons

• Children will be rewarded for demonstrating 
their developing character in weekly 
assemblies/Twitter/Newsletters

• Future opportunities for families to become 
involved



Any questions? 



watch your thoughts : they become words

watch your words : they become actions

watch your actions : they become habits

watch your habits : they become your character

watch your character : it becomes your destiny

-Frank Outlaw-


